
Home Office Ergonomics: Resource from the Mayo Clinic 
 
A comfortable work space can help you feel your best, whether on campus or in a home office. Give your 
sitting work area a makeover with this visual guide to office ergonomics. Proper office ergonomics — including 
correct chair height, adequate equipment spacing and good desk posture — can help you and your joints stay 
comfortable at work. 
 
Chair 
Choose a chair that supports your spinal curves. Adjust the height of your chair so that your feet rest flat on 
the floor or on a footrest and your thighs are parallel to the floor. Adjust armrests so your arms gently rest on 
them with your shoulders relaxed. 
 
Key objects 
Keep key objects — such as your telephone, stapler or printed materials — close to your body to minimize 
reaching. Stand up to reach anything that can't be comfortably reached while sitting. 
 
Keyboard and mouse 
Place your mouse within easy reach and on the same surface as your keyboard. While typing or using your 
mouse, keep your wrists straight, your upper arms close to your body, and your hands at or slightly below the 
level of your elbows. Use keyboard shortcuts to reduce extended mouse use. If possible, adjust the sensitivity 
of the mouse so you can use a light touch to operate it. Alternate the hand you use to operate the mouse by 
moving the mouse to the other side of your keyboard. 
 
Telephone 
If you frequently talk on the phone and type or write at the same time, place your phone on speaker or use a 
headset rather than cradling the phone between your head and neck. 
 
Footrest 
If your chair is too high for you to rest your feet flat on the floor — or the height of your desk requires you to 
raise the height of your chair — use a footrest. If a footrest is not available, try using a small stool or a stack of 
sturdy books instead. 
 
Desk 
Under the desk, make sure there's clearance for your knees, thighs and feet. If the desk is too low and can't be 
adjusted, place sturdy boards or blocks under the desk legs. If the desk is too high and can't be adjusted, raise 
your chair. Use a footrest to support your feet as needed. If your desk has a hard edge, pad the edge or use a 
wrist rest. Don't store items under your desk. 
 
Monitor 
Place the monitor directly in front of you, about an arm's length away. The top of the screen should be at or 
slightly below eye level. The monitor should be directly behind your keyboard. If you wear bifocals, lower the 
monitor an additional 1 to 2 inches for more comfortable viewing. Place your monitor so that the brightest 
light source is to the side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



More Resources: 
‘Everything You Need to Set up an Ergonomic Home Office’ 
https://www.pcmag.com/how-to/everything-you-need-to-set-up-an-ergonomic-home-office 
 
‘Ergonomics Expert Explains How to Set Up Your Desk, WSJ’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F8_ME4VwTiw 
 
‘Ergonomics of Working Remotely: Position in Life is Everything’ 
https://worklife.msu.edu/blog/position-matters 
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